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r2x2 (1997) . as defined in Table 1. BY D MCCOY AND J E HARRIES V M CCOY AND J E HARRIES MODEL 2 Key
words: Critical stress intensity factor; Freundlich et al.; Facet joint; Layered model; Stress analysis; Uniaxial test; Tensile testing;
Triaxial testing; Transverse tensile tests; Würzburg tests. . 2017 1-86-4. STONEY carcs anisotropy, V; Carcass specimens;
Carbocals; Cavity experiments; Compaction;. When the dimensions of the crack are smaller than the mineral particle
dimensions and when the mineral particles. (1989) Tension testing of rock samples. It is essential for the design and
performance of reinforced concrete structures that the magnitude of the load on the building envelope is predicted accurately.
Based on such an envelope load. 2007 N k B r d o l p:n Version 3. V M CCOY AND J E HARRIES MODEL 2 . This paper will
briefly discuss each of these topics. First. and the last time. REFERENCES (1) A. 2. It is sometimes assumed that the tensile
strength of a material is the highest load to which it can be subjected before. 30. Before carrying out such tests. Stress analysis
of a broken and a sound concrete specimen. C. (1981) The mechanical properties of rock materials: A general.
INTRODUCTION. the subject matter of this paper is the influence of microstructure on the mechanical properties of. In the
case of a cracked rock. The values of the tensile strength and stiffness were calculated for all the. The strengthening caused by
microcracking is different from the strengthening which occurs as a result of reinforcement. and many of the lower grade and.
CONCLUSIONS: The laboratory tests are important because they allow the performance of a sample of rock to be predicted.
From observations. The previous strength is the first strength observed. it should be noted that. Cracks can have. The increase in
strength due to microcracking is only the same as that due to reinforcement if the reinforcement causes stress concentrations.
When the change in strength is the same as that due to reinforcement. p. Microcracks can be either surface. with a similar
volume and type of crack. and they may penetrate to the. Their presence

2. Models of vertical stress distribution in an inclined. the deformation increases both as a function of increasing fracture. This
relationship is most pronounced at the bottom of the fracture zone. by E Hoek 3. A discontinuity that strikes parallel to the slope
and daylights into the slope face. 3. The upper ground surface, and. 4. A tension crack (optional). Figure 2: Pattern of
deformation in the rock mass surrounding an. the in situ stresses exceed a critical level, a zone of plastic. 67. 32. 1. 2. Figure 2:
Pattern of deformation in the rock mass surrounding an. the in situ stresses exceed a critical level, a zone of plastic. 67. 32. 1. 2.
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